
HEJA Finding/Adding a New Team Instructions 

In the one Heja APP you can join several teams by using different codes for each age group team and 

one for Junior training. You can join the teams as noted below. Once set up to see each team in the 

APP you click on HOME                               and then scroll to the top of the screen and there is list of 

teams under the                               Click on this Icon to bring up a new page 

 

 

If you click on the My Teams page you can join a new team by clicking the bottom right of this page   

This then brings up a page requesting the new team code 



 

Junior Training Team Code IA 594713 

https://heja.io/download/IA594713 

U17 team 2008-9 Team Code DW 174713 

https://heja.io/download/DW174713 

U15 team 2010-11 Team Code JO 401962 

https://heja.io/download/JO401962 

U13 team 2012-14 Team Code JH 123521 

https://heja.io/download/JH123521 

The Junior Training Heja group will be for all players and all training sessions, and should be used if 
you wish to communicate to the group as a whole, or to contact individual parents.  

You should join the groups that your child is eligible to play in, and any higher age groups that you 
wish them to be considered. If your child has moved up an age group then they will be removed 
from their old age group at the start of the year. 

Within each team you can add extra children or PARENTS CAN BE LINKED TO THE SAME CHILD.  

For games where there is a large squad, then a team will be selected with others added in rotation, if 

the first selection is not available. For this to work an early response is vital, so we know in good 

time to invite others, and confirm that we have a team at least one week before any game 

Please check the training team to verify attendance and confirm if the start time has changed or 

cancelled due to matches being played 
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